SOMETHING ALWAYS HAPPENS AT THE ZOO AND IN THE CITY!

4968 Friendly Zoo 2-5 years.
4659 Garbage Truck 2-5 years.
4966 Dolls’ House 2-5 years.
There's always something fun to do on the farm!

Working winch - lift hay into the barn

9 animals, a tractor and accessories!

4665 Big Farm 2-5 years.
4687 Tractor-Trailer 2-5 years.
4683 Pony and Cart 2-5 years.
4969 Tractor Fun 2-5 years.
4972 Animals 1½-5 years.
The farmer harvests the field.

Use the conveyor belt to move your bricks into the barn!

New March

4975 Farm 2-5 years.

4974 Horse Stables 2-5 years.

4973 Harvester 2-5 years.

LEGO® Ville
THERE IS NEVER A DULL MOMENT IN LEGO® VILLE!
Exciting new big bridge. More than 102 cm long!
3774 Bridge
2-5 years.

A great place to start playing with trains. There's everything you need: a motorized passenger train, lots of track, a level crossing and a small platform. All aboard for hours of fun!
3771 Train Starter Set
2-5 years.

Go further!
2734 Straight Rails
2-5 years.

Go round!
2735 Curved Rails
2-5 years.

3773 Level Crossing
2-5 years.

3775 Points
2-5 years.
A mega motorized train set with all that a young, imaginative train driver can wish for. There’s enough track to make different track layouts, and the pieces are easy for small hands to handle. A freight train with two wagons visits a loading station, crane and a small warehouse. Lots of fun and activities for many years.

3772 De Luxe Train Set
2-5 years.

Visit LEGO® DUPLO® at www.LEGO.com
ALL ABOARD!

Help Thomas and his friends carry their passengers and freight around the Island of Sodor. Load them up with water and coal, and switch the rails to keep Thomas on track!

Build your complete Thomas & Friends™ collection from the sets 5554 + 5552 + 5555 + 5556!

Switch the rails so James can get to Knapford Station on time!
5552 James at Knapford Station
2-5 years.

Toby can carry passengers from Wellsworth platform around the island of Sodor!
5555 Toby at Wellsworth Station
2-5 years.

Every steam engine needs water! Help Percy get water from the Water Tower!
5556 Percy at the Water Tower
2-5 years.

Thomas is a really useful engine. Thomas and the Troublesome Truck can pick up a load from the coal loader and arrive on time at Tidmouth Station!
5554 Thomas Load-and-Carry Train Set
2-5 years.
can we fix it - yes we can!

3297 Scoop and Lofty at the Building Yard
2-5 years.

3293 Benny's Dig Set
2-5 years.

3298 Lift and Load Sumsy
2-5 years.

3299 Scrambler and Dizzy at Bob's Workshop
2-5 years.
Sail the high seas and find the lost treasure. On their quest, Captain Hook and his scurvy crew have to battle stormy seas, ferocious sharks and scary ghost pirates!
READY FOR TAKE-OFF

7843 Plane
3-6 years.

7842 Jet Fuel Truck
3-6 years.

7841 Helicopter Rescue Unit
3-6 years.

7844 Airport Rescue Truck
3-6 years.
LEGO DUPLO

THE BUILDING FUN GOES ON AND ON!

New January

5380 DUPLO® Large Brick Box
2-5 years.

This LEGO DUPLO set contains 2 figures, a chassis, and a wide variety of windows and base bricks for building houses and vehicles.

5480 DUPLO® Town Building
2-5 years.

A variety of shapes and colours your toddler can use to create a world of her own.

2242 Brick Starters
2-5 years.

A perfect introduction to DUPLO building fun: this new storage box includes a cat, a window, flowers and shaped bricks.

5416 DUPLO® Brick Box
2-5 years.

2598 Large Red Building Plate
2-5 years.

2304 Large Green Building Plate
2-5 years.

2198 Building Plates (x3)
2-5 years.

The ideal foundation for any toddler’s wildest dreams. Pack of three.
A beautiful, romantic royal palace complete with towers, a clock, a merry-go-round, bedroom, banqueting hall — in fact everything a little princess has ever dreamed of!

4820 Princess' Palace
3-6 years.

Comb the hair of the Princess and the pony!

4825 Princess and Horse
3-6 years.

Pretty princess.
You are a fairytale princess

Step inside the new Winter Wonder Palace and find the perfect setting for your very own fairytale – or drive into adventures with the Fairytale Carriage. With four popular Hans Christian Andersen sets and some real-life action at the Riding School, LEGO® BELVILLE™ has something for every girl’s dreams!

7577 Winter Wonder Palace 5-10 years.

7581 Winter Royal Stable 5-10 years.

7580 The Skating Princess 5-10 years.
7578 Ultimate Princesses 5-10 years.

7579 The Blossom Fairy 5-10 years.

7582 Royal Summer Palace 5-10 years.

New March
LEGO® Creator Sets are packed with cool building options. The “X”-in-1 logo is a catalyst for your imagination. Imagine it - build it! Each set contains at least 3 alternatives.

Use the building instructions to build three unique houses. Use all the features and your imagination to build the house of your dreams!

4916 Mini Animals 6-12 years.
4917 Mini Robots 6-12 years.
BUILD YOUR OWN WORLD!

With so many LEGO® Creative Building sets to choose from, the possibilities are endless. Build a dump truck, a ship or even a funny clown - it's all up to you!

626 Green Building Plate (32 x 32 studs) From 4 years.

628 Building Plate (48 x 48 studs) From 4 years.

6161 LEGO® Brick Box From 4 years.

15 3 instructions ideas

4780 Bulk Set - 500 bricks From 4 years.

5482 Ultimate LEGO® House Building Set From 4 years.

70 7 instructions ideas

6166 LEGO® Large Brick Box From 4 years.

25 5 instructions ideas
Activity at the Harbour!

Ship floats!

7992 Container Stacker 5-12 years.
7994 LEGO City Harbour 5-12 years.
A house in LEGO® City is burning!

There is a Four-Alarm fire downtown and the heat is on. Can you help the brave fireman put out the flames and rescue the cat trapped in the apartment?!
Fire alarm!

7944 Fire Hovercraft
5-12 years.

New January

7942 Fire Pick-up Truck
5-12 years.

New January

7239 Fire Truck
From 5 years.

7241 Fire Car
From 5 years.

7238 Fire Helicopter
From 5 years.

7945 Fire Station
5-12 years.

New January
Emergency in LEGO® City – save the day!

Be the hero of LEGO® City! Helicopters or ambulances rush back with the injured – help the clever doctors and nurses save the day. On the other side of the city, a prisoner has escaped. Can you capture him and bring him back to the police station?
Emergency 911!

- 7890 Ambulance
  - 5-12 years.
- 7902 Doctor’s Car
  - 5-12 years.
- 7892 Hospital
  - 5-12 years.
- 7903 Rescue Helicopter
  - 30 cm
  - 5-12 years.
- 7236 Police Car
  - 5-12 years.
- 7237 Police Station
  - 5-12 years.
- 7245 Prisoner Transport
  - 5-12 years.
- 7235 Police MC
  - 5-12 years.
LEGO® City Airport
- Let's fly!

It's always busy at the airport, so hurry and check in your luggage. The ground team makes sure that all the suitcases are loaded onto the plane in time. Enjoy your flight!
Have a nice flight!
LEGO CITY

- 7990 Concrete Mixer 5-12 years
- 7993 Service Station 5-12 years
- 7905 Building Crane 7-12 years
- 7991 Garbage Truck 5-12 years
- 7243 Construction Site From 5 years
- 7249 XXL Mobile Crane 6-12 years
- 7242 Street Sweeper 5-12 years
- 7246 Mini-Digger 5-12 years
- 7280 Straight & Crossroad 5-12 years
- 7281 T-Junction & Curve 5-12 years
- 7248 Digger 5-12 years
- 7998 Classic Truck 5-12 years
Danger, Construction!!!

At the busy construction site, you're the boss! Here are all the tools! With the towering building cranes, big loaders, and the new cement mixer, no job is too big for you! And even cleaning up the site just got a lot easier with the new garbage truck. The models are divided into sub-models for easy building and instant play.
The brave Vikings are crossing stormy seas in search of new adventures. But their path is crossed by terrible monsters such as the bloodcurdling Midgard Serpent and the ferocious Fenris Wolf. Help these brave warriors fight off their awesome enemies with their amazing catapult.

7018
Viking Ship challenges the Midgard Serpent
From 7 years.

7021
Viking Double Catapult vs. the Armoured Ofnir Dragon
From 7-14 years

7020
Army of Vikings with Heavy Artillery Wagon
From 7-14 years
THE DARK KNIGHT NEVER RESTS! HAVING CHosen THE RIGHT SUPER VEHICLE, BATMAN® ROARS OUT OF HIS BATCAVE® LAIR BY SEA, AIR OR LAND, IN PURSUIT OF GOTHAM'S SUPERVILLAINS!

A DARK KNIGHT IN GOTHAM...
ON THE MOUNTAIN...  
LIES THE GOLDEN CITY!

AND NOW, THE GOLDEN CITY IS UNDER ATTACK BY THE ROBOTS!

ATTACK WITH FULL FORCE!

ACKNOWLEDGED

PREPARE TO STRIKE BACK

I'M READY!

www.EXO-FORCE.com
ROBOT LEADER TO ALL ROBOTS:
ENGAGE THE FEEBLE HUMANS AND
BREACH THEIR GATES. WE MUST
GAIN TOTAL CONTROL OF THE
MOUNTAIN. IMMEDIATELY!

7704
SONIC PHANTOM
FROM 7-14 YEARS

46 cm
In 2007, as Star Wars™ celebrates its 30-year anniversary, the new LEGO® models are better than ever. Find an exciting mix of new LEGO Star Wars models and classic starfighters and experience the adventure of Star Wars. With LEGO Star Wars the destiny of the galaxy is in your hands!

Wings are movable!

The Starfighter™ has a highly detailed exterior design and includes a pilot and a R2 unit.

Equipped with two forward-firing laser cannons, two blaster cannons, and bombs, the Imperial Landing Craft™ is heavily armed and ready for battle. Set comes with pilot, two Sandtroopers and two Stormtroopers armed with blasters.

7659
Imperial Landing Craft™
8-12 years.
7658 Y-wing Fighter™
8-12 years.

7656 General Grievous Starfighter™
7-12 years.

7654 Droids™ Battle Pack
6-12 years.

7655 Clone Troopers™ Battle Pack
6-12 years.

7657 AT-ST™
7-12 years.

The top hatch can open!

All New
January

STAR WARS™
30 ANNIVERSARY

LEGO STAR WARS™

6-12 years

www.LEGO.com
MATORANES

The Matoran have tamed two four-legged creatures and use them to harvest air from the underwater sea weeds. They are able to transport heavy loads across the seabed and will bite or shoot at anyone they don't consider a friend.
Far below the surface, in the darkness of the great ocean depths where no Toa has ever gone before, lies a strange and mysterious habitat known as "The Pit". It's a place full of unknown dangers and bizarre creatures, ruled by six merciless deep-sea monsters whose like the surface world has never seen. They dominate a place where the rule is to eat – or be eaten. Welcome to a world of darkness. Welcome to the realm of the Barraki!
THE RETURN TO THE ISLAND

During their journey to find the Mask of Life on the floating island of Vuya Nuvi, Jaller and his team of Matoran are struck by energy from the mysterious Red Star, transforming them into Toa Inika beings of energy. The Toa Inika, unlike other Toa, have organic instead of metallic masks. The good Inika use powerful Zamer Launchers and huge energy weapons to fight their enemies.
Since times of old the floating island of Voya Nui has been guarding an ancient secret: the Mask of Life. An evil gang, the Piraka, has arrived on the island to seize this all-powerful relic – and they’re determined not to let anything or anyone stand in their way ... The evil Piraka are equipped with poisonous-looking Zamor Spheres and giant-sized weapons. Turn out the light and see their evil smiles glow in the dark!

A big bundle of muscles with an even bigger heart, Axonn helps the Matoran in their resistance against the evil Piraka. His giant axe slices through even the hardest rock as if it were butter. Virtually invulnerable and able to make lava balls with his bare hands.

In an attempt to get hold of the Mask of Life, the mysterious 7th Piraka has been fused to the back of the Fenrakk spider. The lethal pair now waits for anyone brave – or foolish! – enough to attempt to get hold of the mask.
TAKING BACK THE ISLAND

To save Metru Nui, the Toa Hordika must besiege the Visorak. "The Battle for Metru Nui" is the ultimate confrontation, but before that can happen, many obstacles have to be overcome.

---

8892 Piraka Outpost 7-16 years.

8894 Piraka Stronghold 8-16 years.

8893 Lava Chamber Gate 7-16 years.
BIONICLE® - THE GAME

The Toa Inika arrive on Voya Nui to find the Mask of Life, but the Piraka plan to beat them to it!
LEGO RACERS

COOL STYLE

Super robust radio-controlled car that is quickly built for fantastic fun. Matching parts and tyres give super cool look. Race it against the 8378 Red Beast for the ultimate racing challenge.

8676 Sunset Cruiser 8-14 years.

8682 Nitro Intimidator 9-14 years.

OUTDOOR CHALLENGER

The ultimate outdoor RC for all terrain and weather conditions – it can handle water, mud, dirt, grass... you name it. Great durability, big wheels and massive chassis give even tougher performance – and check out the cool colour too!

8675 Outdoor Challenger 9-16 years.
Put on a muscle truck show! Take the Muscle Truck down from the huge trailer and put on its four rugged tyres. Burn tread, smash bumpers, crush the stunt car or jump over it - it's your call! Run the show from the Monster Truck trailer.

8134 Night Crusher 7-12 years.

New January

8130 Terrain Crusher 6-12 years.

8131 Raceway Rider 6-12 years.

8132 Night Driver 6-12 years.

8133 Rally Runner 6-12 years.

8681 Tuner Garage 7-12 years.
Welcome to the legendary world of Ferrari Formula 1 racing. Help the Ferrari engineers to build a cool Formula 1 racer. And if you are going to win the Grand Prix, those pit stops need to be kept down to a minimum!
SCUDERIA FERRARI

8142
Ferrari 248 F1 Racer 1:24
From 7-14 years

8673
Ferrari F1 Fuel Stop
7-12 years.

8671
Ferrari F430 Spider 1:17
9-14 years.

Customize you Ferrari F430 with new body and rims

New! March

8143
Ferrari F430 Challenge
9-14 years.
King of the highway! This cool tow truck is filled with functions, just like in real life: rear telescopic towing mechanism that lifts pneumatically, a winch, spades for extra traction, working steering, a fully functional engine and metallic components on wheels and exterior! Truck measures an impressive 58 cm/22 in, and extends even further when boom is out or underlift is down.

8285 Tow Truck 11-16 years.

Realistic RT-Crane for heavy-duty lifting in rough terrain. Flip down the outriggers to stabilize it and extend.

8270 Bough Terrain Crane From 7-14 years

New January
The snowmobile is the ultimate winter trailblazer! Power it up and race through the blizzard. Feel the powerful grip of the movable tracks, enjoy the manoeuvrability of the handlebar steering and the smooth ride of the independent front ski suspension. Rebuild into a classic bulldozer.

The wheel loader combines strength with a compact design. Dig in then raise the boom-style lift arm. Rebuilds into a Grader.

No job is too tough! This realistic, fully-functional tractor features a working attachment, 4-cylinder engine, working steering, and huge wheels. The detachable rotary ladder spins into action when the tractor moves forward. The tractor with its attachment measures 45 cm/17 in-long.
LEGO TECHNIC

8289 Fire Truck 8-14 years.

360°

8283 Telehandler 8-14 years.

8288 Crawler Crane 9-16 years.

8419 Excavator 8-14 years.

All the functions and accessories of a real firetruck! Lift open the control panel and position the cherry picker with ultimate precision using 3 separate controls for rotation, boom incline, and angle of boom joint. Additional functions include working steering and outriggers for stability.
The mobile crane towers above any LEGO® construction site. It is loaded with functions including a telescoping boom that extends to twice its original length, pneumatic cylinders to raise and lower the boom, six-wheel steering, four retractable outriggers, and much more. Set includes a motor.

8421 Mobile Crane 11-16 years.

8418 Mini Loader From 7-14 years
8261 Mini Tractor From 7-14 years

8287 Motor Set 8-16 years.

This supplementary set with motor and battery box includes lots of useful gears, cross-axles, and other functional LEGO® Technic elements.
How to build with LEGO® MINDSTORMS® NXT!

1. Build
2. Program
3. GO!

LEGO® MINDSTORMS® NXT
MINDSTORMS® NXT features an intelligent brick with a microcomputer brain, numerous sensors and easy-to-use “drag and drop” programming software enabling you to build robots in your own home. With the Quick Start Guide you will have a robot ready for action within 30 minutes. MINDSTORMS NXT empowers you to build and program robots that do what you want!

Program robot actions on your computer

Touch sensor
Enables the robot to feel and react to its environment

Interactive Servo Motors
Ensures that the robot moves with precision

NXT
The most intelligent brick - a stronger LEGO microcomputer

Sound sensor
Enables the robot to hear and react to sound

Light sensor
Enables the robot to detect light and colour

Ultrasonic Sensor
Enables the robot to see

8527
LEGO® MINDSTORMS® NXT
From 10 years.

8527
MINDSTORMS.com
3 cool new attractions! Come along and enjoy the exciting Atlantis, the Kennedy Space Center in MINILAND, and the all-new LEGO® MINDSTORMS® Center. For more details, visit www.LEGOLAND.dk
And remember: LEGOLAND® is open from 31 March to 28 October 2007.
PS The park will be closed on Wednesdays and Thursdays in weeks 16 & 17 and from week 37-41.

LEGO® Accessories www.LEGO.com

At www.LEGOshop.com/accessories you'll find extra rails, bricks and many other accessories that can make your LEGO® collection that little bit better!
A new world of fantasy and adventure!

LEGO Castle

Coming in June
SOMETHING IS OUT HERE!!

Find out what it is when the new LEGO® MARS MISSION lands in August 2007.
LEGO Consumer Services
www.LEGO.com/service
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